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 In the years since, Mara has worked in numerous Imperial organizations, rising to the position of Governor on the remote world
of Givin. When Emperor Palpatine orders her to hold a diplomatic meeting with the independent and dangerous First Galactic
Empire, Mara does so with a small team of trusted officers—and her shock at the apparent madness of the soon-to-be Galactic
Emperor is matched only by her realization that she is on a collision course with him. Novel Heir to the Empire is the first in a

series of books that have linked the "Star Wars" continuity with the 1990s Last Night of the Proms. Although published in 1997,
it was not until 1999 that a sequel, The New Rebellion, was written. References External links Category:1997 novels

Category:1997 science fiction novels Category:Star Wars Legends novels Category:Novels by Timothy ZahnThe present
invention relates to a transducer head for use in a magnetic recording and/or reproducing apparatus, which records and

reproduces magnetic information on and from a magnetic recording medium such as a magnetic tape or disc. More particularly,
the present invention relates to a method of manufacturing a transducer head in which a pair of thin film magnetic transducers
are formed by using a thin film manufacturing technique, such as a thin film magnetic head manufacturing technique known as

a thin film magnetic head manufacturing technique, which forms a film of magnetic material to a substrate, for example, a
wafer, in the form of a wafer pattern film, thereby providing transducers. The present invention also relates to the head

manufactured by the method. In recent years, an inexpensive magnetic recording and/or reproducing apparatus has been used, in
which, in order to prevent the cost from increasing, a high-speed rotation of a disk and the use of a thin magnetic material has
been practiced. For the purpose of achieving high-density recording, it is necessary to apply a suitable bias magnetic field to a

recording medium. However, when the recording medium is a thin film such as a magnetic tape or a floppy disk, a bias
magnetic field can be applied to the recording medium only by providing a magnetic field generating source to an opposite side

of the recording medium, for example, by providing a soft magnetic body. When the recording medium is a floppy disk, for
example, a bias magnetic field can be applied by providing a soft magnetic body on the opposite side of the magnetic tape and

providing a DC magnetron for 520fdb1ae7
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